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Abstract
A sensitivity analysis has been carried out for
different case studies concerning the Noah-mp land
surface parametrization in the framework of the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model.
In order to assess the importance of the sensitivity
to different parameters, simulations have been
performed using an idealized valley geometry, at
first comparing different vegetation types and
subsequently comparing a homogeneous and an
heterogeneous land cover domain.
The sensitivity analysis is performed using the
Morris method which allows to evaluate the
importance of the different parameters evaluated.
The analysis has been carried out with the aid of
the matlab SAFE toolbox, which has been shown in
literature to be an efficient tool for Global
Sensitivity studies .
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Figure 4: Each of the four panels show as first column the reference states output, as
second column the output with the perturbed parameter and as third column the
difference between the two representing the elementary perturbation of the output.
Top left: perturbation of w by change in HVT; top right: perturbation of v by change in
HVT; bottom left: perturbation of v by change in LAI; bottom right: perturbation of u by
change in LAI.
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PARAMETERS STUDIED:
●

HVT: top of canopy

●

LAI: leaf area index

●

MAXSMC: porosity, saturated value of soil
moisture

●

Z0MVT: momentum roughness length

●

EG: ground emissivity

●

ALBSATnir: saturated soil albedo in

Figure 4 shows different phases of the daily valley circulation
to highlight the spatial distribution of the variations in u,v,w
induced by the perturbation of HVT and LAI. Differences
involves the ridge plumes, the slope flows and the inner
valley boundary layer height. The ranking of the parameters
studied with the Morris method is showed in Figure 5.
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ALBSATvis: saturated soil albedo in visible

Figure 5: a) the stackedbars show the 2 most prominent parameters b) plotting the
remaining parameters allows to detect the less influent ones
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The different vegetation types considered clusters into two
different kinds of behaviours (Figure 1) which display
velocity differences up to 2.5 m/s in the first part of the day
for both slope and valley winds and dampen out when the
solar forcing fades.
Differences in temperatures
are most relevant over the
slope in the katabatic phase.
The heterogeneous case
study (Figure 2) shows
that local differences of the Figure 1: daily time series of a) slope
same order of magnitude of temperature; b) slope wind; c) valley
the mean values of wind and temperature; d) along-valley wind;
temperature can arise.

Figure 2: the heterogeneous landcover configuration used to
schematize a tipical Alpine valley

Figure 3: difference between
homogeneous and heterogeneous
scenario for temperature and velocities
in all the 3 directions
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